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5'-0" DIA. TANGENT PILE TYPICAL SECTION

Scale: 1/8"=1'-0"

- Noise Wall 24 (Details TBD)
- "WCL" Line
- "L" Line
- TOW
- Cap (TBD)
- 5'-0" dia. tangent pile
- 5'-0" dia. tangent counterfort pile
- Precast architectural fascia
- Cap (TBD)
- Bridge #08782A
- Finish ground
- #8 x 9'-0" drilled in drilled shaft composite anchors @ 1'-0"

For accompanied by drawings, see Sht. GB101
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Notes:
1. For Typical Wall Section and General Notes, see Spec. CR5704.
2. Elevations shown are based on North American Vertical Datum 1988 (NAVD88).